
Grove House Primary School
Year 4 Long Term Planning 2021-22

Festivals to be
celebrated

throughout the
year

Autumn 1 Autumn 2
Halloween - 31/10/21

Bonfire Night -
5/11/21

Diwali - 14/11/21
Christmas - 25/12/21

Spring 1
Chinese New Year -

12/02/22

Spring 2
Holi - 29/03/22

Easter - 8/04/22

Summer 1
Queen’s Birthday -

21/04/22
Eid-al-Fitr - 2/05/22

Summer 2

Eid -Ul- Adaah -9.7.22

7 weeks 7 weeks 6 weeks 5 weeks 7 weeks 7 weeks

Theme The Ancient Egyptians! A European Adventure When did the railways
arrive in Britain?

Rainforests How does the earth
shake?

What was the impact of
the Roman Empire on

Britain?

Key Questions When were the Ancient
Egyptians around?

What were the
achievements of Ancient

Egyptians?

(Agriculture and the
Importance of writing in

human civilisation)

How were the earliest
civilisations similar?

How are European
countries the same? How

are they different?

What human and
physical characteristics
make these countries

unique?

What foods do different
countries eat?

How do European
countries celebrate

Christmas around the
world?

When did the railways
arrive in Britain?

When were they built?

Who invented the steam
train?

How quickly did they
expand? (Roman link)

Why were the railways
important to Bradford?

What other benefits did
the railways bring?

How are rainforests
different from forests in

the UK?

What is the climate like in
the rainforest?

What lives in the
rainforests?

What is a volcano?

What is an earthquake?

Where do volcanoes and
earthquakes happen?

What impact do natural
disasters have on

surrounding areas?

Can you ever be
prepared for a

volcano/earthquake?

What impact have the
Romans had on our lives

today?

What was the impact of
the Roman Empire on

Britain?

What was the Roman
Empire?

Who were the Romans?

What is an Empire?

How large did it become?

What was the role of
Roads in Roman times?

How did the Britons react
to the Roman invasion?

How did the Romans
change Britain?



Hook Egyptians Workshop Pizza making! Railway museum Tropical world Volcano explosions

T4W Text

The Legend of
Tutankhamun

Babushka Journey The Great Kapok Tree Escape from Pompeii Escape from Pompeii

Novel A Mummy Ate My
Homework

Pippi Longstocking The Secret of Platform 13 The Explorer The Firework Maker’s
Daughter

The Thieves of Ostia

Visits/Experiences
/ Now Press Play

Egyptian workshop Food workshops Railway Museum Tropical world

Maths

Place Value

Addition and
Subtraction

Measurement – length
and perimeter

Multiplication and
Division

Geometry – property
of shapes

Measurement – time

Place Value

Addition and
Subtraction

Multiplication and
Division

Measurement – area

Fractions

Statistics

Geometry – position
and direction

Place Value

Addition and
Subtraction

Multiplication and
Division

Decimals

Decimals

Measurement – Money

Fo
un

Science
Living things and their
habitats

States of matter Electricity Animals including humans Sound



da
tio
n

Su
bj
ec
ts

Recognise that living
things can be grouped in
a variety of ways

Explore and use a
classification key to
group, identify and name
a variety of living things
(plants, vertebrates,
invertebrates)

Compare the
classification of common
plants and animals to
living things found in
other places (under the
sea, prehistoric)

Working Scientifically

Ask relevant questions and
using different types of
enquiries to answer them

Making systematic and
careful observations and
take accurate
measurements using
standard units, using a
range of equipment,
including thermometers and
data loggers

Reporting on findings from
enquiries, including oral and
written explanations,
display or presentations of
results and conclusions

Using results to draw simple
conclusions, make
predictions for new values,
suggest improvements and
raise further questions

Compare and group
materials together,
according to whether
they are solids, liquids or
gases

Explain what happens to
materials when they are
heated or cooled

Measure or research the
temperature at which
different materials
change state in degrees
Celsius

Use measurements to
explain changes to the
state of water

Identify the part that
evaporation and
condensation has in the
water cycle

Associate the rate of
evaporation with
temperature

Working Scientifically

Identifying differences,
similarities or changes
related to simple scientific
ideas and processes

Ask relevant questions and
using different types of
enquiries to answer them

Making systematic and
careful observations and
take accurate
measurements using

Identify common
appliances that run on
electricity

Construct a simple series
electric circuit

Identify and name the
basic part in a series
circuit, including cells,
wires, bulbs, switches
and buzzers
Identify whether or not a
lamp will light in a simple
series circuit, based on
whether or not the lamp
is part of a complete
loop with a battery

Recognise that a switch
opens and closes a circuit

Associate a switch
opening with whether or
not a lamp lights in a
simple series circuit
Recognise some common
conductors and
insulators Associate
metals with being good
conductors

Working Scientifically

Recording findings using
simple scientific language,
drawings, labelled
diagrams, keys, bars charts
and tables

Ask relevant questions and
using different types of
enquiries to answer them

Explain what a simple food chain shows

Construct and interpret a variety of food chains,
identifying producers, predators and prey

Identify and name the basic parts of the digestive
system in humans

Describe the simple functions of the basic parts of the
digestive system in humans

Identify the simple function of different types of teeth
in humans
Compare the teeth of herbivores and carnivores
Working Scientifically

Gathering, recording, classifying and presenting data in a
variety of ways to help answer questions

Ask relevant questions and using different types of
enquiries to answer them

Making systematic and careful observations and take
accurate measurements using standard units, using a range
of equipment, including thermometers and data loggers

Reporting on findings from enquiries, including oral and
written explanations, display or presentations of results and
conclusions

Using results to draw simple conclusions, make predictions
for new values, suggest improvements and raise further
questions

Using straight forward scientific evidence to answer
questions or to support their findings.

Describe a range of sounds
and explain how they are
made

Associate some sounds
with something vibrating

Compare sources of sound
and explain how the
sounds differ

Explain how to change a
sound (louder/softer)

Recognise how vibrations
from sound travel through
a medium to an ear

Find patterns between the
pitch of a sound and
features of the object that
produce it

Find patterns between the
volume of the sound and
the strength of the
vibrations that produced it
Recognise that sounds get
fainter as the distance
from the sound source
increases

Explain how you could
change the pitch of a
sound Investigate how
different materials can
affect the pitch and
volume of sounds

Working Scientifically

Recording findings using
simple scientific language,



Using straight forward
scientific evidence to
answer questions or to
support their findings.

standard units, using a
range of equipment,
including thermometers and
data loggers

Reporting on findings from
enquiries, including oral and
written explanations,
display or presentations of
results and conclusions

Using results to draw simple
conclusions, make
predictions for new values,
suggest improvements and
raise further questions

Using straight forward
scientific evidence to
answer questions or to
support their findings

Making systematic and
careful observations and
take accurate
measurements using
standard units, using a
range of equipment,
including thermometers
and data loggers

Reporting on findings from
enquiries, including oral and
written explanations,
display or presentations of
results and conclusions

Using results to draw simple
conclusions, make
predictions for new values,
suggest improvements and
raise further questions

Using straight forward
scientific evidence to
answer questions or to
support their findings.

drawings, labelled diagrams,
keys, bars charts and tables

Ask relevant questions and
using different types of
enquiries to answer them

Making systematic and
careful observations and take
accurate measurements using
standard units, using a range
of equipment, including
thermometers and data
loggers

Reporting on findings from
enquiries, including oral and
written explanations, display
or presentations of results
and conclusions

Using results to draw simple
conclusions, make predictions
for new values, suggest
improvements and raise
further questions

Using straight forward
scientific evidence to answer
questions or to support their
findings

History Significant event - The
Egyptians

Where and when? Maps
and timelines.

What were the
achievements of Ancient
Egypt?
1.Agriculture
-Based on having a food
surplus- Increase food then
can do more in society.

Local study - Transport (link
to Egyptians)

1.When did the railways
arrive in Britain?
-When were they built?
-Who invented the steam
train?
-How quickly did they
expand? (Roman link)

2.Why were the railways
important to Bradford?
-Connecting industry/ mills

Significant Person –
Julius Caesar 
What was the impact of the
Roman Empire on Britain?

1. What was the Roman
Empire?(first time covered
an Empire)
Who were the Romans?
What is an Empire?
How large did it become?

2.What was the role of Roads
in Roman times?



2. Importance of writing in
human civilisation
-hierarchy

3.What it enabled the
Egyptians to do.
-Pyramids
-Mummification
-Tutankhamun

__________________
2022-2023 Additional
content
How were the earliest
civilisations similar?
Indus Valley-Pakistan
-Cities- Society- Comparison
to Egyptians.

-Economics - Products
across the country and
world.

3.What other benefits did
the railways bring?

-Holidays -Bank holidays.

5-8m wide- Marching (link
military and economic)
-Used to transport goods
-Built by the Roman army.

3. How did the Britons react
to the Roman invasion?
-Recap invasion link to Viking
study
-Role of army
-How the Britons reacted
-Boudica
-Cartimandua (Queen of
Brigantes)- Britain who
worked with the Romans for
20 years
4. How did the Romans
change Britain?
(lots of examples, mention
Villas, Cities but brief).
-York (capital of Northern
Province)
-Largest Gladiatorial
graveyard
-What does evidence tell us
about Roman York?
(What is a city? What made
up a city?)
-Ivory Bangle Lady

Geography Locate world countries
using maps to focus on
Europe (including the
location of Russia) North
and south America.
Concentrating on their
environment regions, key
physical and human
characteristics, countries
and major cities.

Physical geography,
including: climate zones,
biomes and vegetation
belts, rivers, mountains,
volcanoes and
earthquakes, and the
water cycle.

Physical geography,
including: climate zones,
biomes and vegetation
belts, rivers, mountains,
volcanoes and
earthquakes,

Human geography:
Types of settlement and
land use.



D.T Construction - Design
and make a container
something which can
hold a special object

(Egyptian tomb
inspiration)

Cooking and Nutrition -
dishes from European

countries

Head Torches for miners
(Electricity and miners

link)

Mechanisms - pop up
books

Art ‘Naboika’ Russian Fabric
Block Printing

Research the use of block
printing to create

traditional patterns on
fabric in Russia. In

sketchbooks, practice
simple drawings of the

prints. Create block print
of their pattern using

foam - create their own
‘Naboika’ design using

acrylic paint.

Rainforest art -  John
Dyer - Painting

Research the ‘Spirit of the
Rainforest art project’. In

sketchbooks, use oil
pastels and powder

paints to explore using
bold colours to imitate

the artist and use colour
to reflect mood. Children

will recreate their own
version in the style of

Dyer’s rainforest artwork,
outline using sketching

pencils and using powder
paints.

Roman Mosaics
Research and look closely

at Roman mosaics. In
sketchbooks, sketch

different examples of the
designs and think about

the colours and materials
which will be used to

create this effect. Children
will create their own

mosaic tile using Mosaic
stones.

Computing Unit 4.1
Coding

Unit 4.2
Online Safety

Unit 4.3
Spreadsheets

Unit 4.4

Writing for different

audiences

Unit 4.5

Logo

Unit 4.6

Animation

Unit 4.7

Effective Searching

Unit 4.8

Hardware Investigators

Music -
Charanga



P.E
Gymnastics Invasion Games

PSHCE
SCARF

Me and my relationships

Describe 'good' and 'not
so good' feelings and
how feelings can affect
our physical state

Explain how different
words can express the
intensity of feelings.

Explain what we mean
by a ‘positive, healthy
relationship’

Describe some of the
qualities that they
admire in others.

Recognise that there are
times when they might
need to say 'no' to a
friend

Describe appropriate
assertive strategies for
saying 'no' to a friend.

Demonstrate strategies
for working on a
collaborative task

Valuing difference Keeping myself safe Rights & Responsibilities Being my best Growing and changing



Define successful
qualities of teamwork
and collaboration.

Recognise that different
people can have different
feelings in the same
situation;

Explain how feelings can
be linked to physical state

Identify a wide range of
feelings

Demonstrate a range of
feelings through their
facial expressions and
body language

Recognise that their
feelings might change
towards someone or
something once they
have further information

RE 4.1-Judaism, Sikhism,
Hinduism

How are important
events remembered in

ceremonies?

4.2- Christianity,
Judaism, Islam and
Sikhism, as well as

non-religious
What faiths are shared

in our country?

4.3 - Islam
How do the Five Pillars guide Muslims?

4.4- Sikhism
Why are Gurus at the heart of Sikh belief and

practice?

Describe the different
festivals, making links
between them

Explain and give
reasons for the
celebration of each
festival

Explore and describe
ways beliefs and values
are  expressed in
different religions
through symbols and
actions
Give examples of ways
in which people show
they belong

Describe and explain key teachings of Islam and
the different ways these are interpreted by
believers

Describe and show understanding of how
Muslim beliefs impact in a variety of ways on the
life and decisions of believers

Give examples of Sikh beliefs and stories about
their Gurus

Describe and show understanding of Sikh
practices relating to the Guru Granth Sahib

Explain and give reasons for Sikh values e.g.
equality, honesty



Express ideas and
opinions about what
light represents

Explain why belonging
to a community may be
valuable but also
challenging

Explain how the pilgrimage of Hajj can affect a
Muslims life.


